
31/10  
Finally, some recognition from my family & my parents. My hard work has finally paid off.  
They have now put me on project 0, the Alice projects. I will be one of the lead researchers.  
I start next year; I have a good feeling about this.  
 
25/09  
 The project is progressing rapidly   
 5 human born children each assigned a card suit.  
Hearts - the twins - tests on their connection, are tested the most  
Spades - mental tests – subject is probably going to break soon  
 Diamond - no real tests – subject spoiled  
 Club - physical test- subject not looking good  
 
20/01  
Talked to Diamond  
Physical and meatal health – fine  
Could tell not much testing done, acted spoiled.  
Not a threat.   
 
01/10  
Went to hunter's research branch yesterday.  
Never really feel comfortable over there, as the researchers are a bit psycho.  
They experiment on lab grown, genetically and cybernetically enhanced humans. Though we all just 
call them hunter as the subjects all have animal DNA in them.   
Cross testing with Hunter and Alice of Clubs – Approved  
 
31/10  
Club died yesterday due to cross testing with the Hunters.  
Could hear the screams from my office. I am worried about them. 
   
27/02  
Went to the morgue to check on club’s body  
It wasn’t there  
I asked about it and corner said they never received the body. Which I know was false as it was here 
last month.   
I could be over thinking things, it could just be an error.  
I shall ask the other about this.  
 
16/07  
Have been finding notes hidden around the place for a while. Should tell someone at the next 
meeting   
 
11/12  
Talked to the Heart twins  
Freya, the youngest of the tow, was the only one that talked.  
She seemed quite cheerful and happy at first. Then I let down my Guard, which was a big mistake.   
Her brother, Blaze, attacked me.  
I woke up later in medical.   
Any, interviews from now on will use protective measure.   
 
10/08  
Was put on mandatory leave due to threats to the Archangels, my family.  



Rebellion was stopped. All rebels, bar the leader, where caught. We are finally safe, thank God.  
A new test subject brought in. A small girl with blue eyes and red hair. She was bought in to replace 
club.  
 The other lead researcher won’t tell me anything about her. Somethings off.   
 
14/02  
I shouldn’t really be writing this but, I can’t forget. I have started exchanging notes to someone 
outside. I hope I can help the subjects.  
01/12  
Stared testing on the New Alice, she is unaffected.  
She keeps to herself.  
Subject has episode at night where she seems to talk to one or more versions of herself.  
I will mention this next department meeting.   
 
21/05  
Called to the council assembly.  
Another family reunion. I usually skip these due to work, but this one was mandatory.  
Sonny was there to my delight.   
I would have gone to talk to my parents, but they were busy again.   
Oh, and then there’s that, prick, Edward. Always talking about how he will be the next family head.  
 
17/08  
They have decided to start a new type of testing on the new girl. Earning her the title of the suit-less 
Alice.  
 I am worried about her, and the others.   
These new tests, they are more than just inhumane. 
  
05/10  
Talked to the new Alice today  
She seemed to be extremely nervous, around everyone. I tried to reassure her, but all 
she keeps on insisting is she wanted to go home.  
She has now warmed up towards the other children, though her episodes are getting worse and 
more common 
    
09/11  
I met up with the person I was exchanging notes with. His name is Eric, he says he’s the father of 
Alice. He also made a point of assuring me he was not a threat. Odd.  
I found out quite a bit from this. He was, nice.  
I don’t know what to think any more.  
 
29/12  
Day of paperwork today. It gave me a chance to clear my head. What does my family want with all 
these children? Why am I the only one left in the Dark? Who is Eric?   
Got a chance to talk to Alice in private – she looks good. Thank goodness she’s not dead.  
 
05/09  
Alice was found talking to 2 of the hunters, Chess and Blanc. It would have gone unnoticed if 
it weren’t for Spade. However, he only told me as he thought she was in danger. Seems like all of 
them will do anything to protect her, bar Diamond.  

  
 
 



29/02  
Alice was granted access to talk to the children from the hunter and royals projects.  
Her test has now become something else. I need to get her to Eric before, they create a harmful ult, 
and she splits again.  

  
10/08  
They did it!   
Alice broke, splitting into, she fine now but…  
The new ult, 06, she eats their souls. If it weren’t for the other Alice’s, she would have…  
Diamond caused it, they are now in critical condition. I can’t follow my family blindly anymore. Alice, 
all of them are kids, no older than 10.  
  
 
20/08  
I’ve been meeting up with Eric since the incident. We have a plan to get them out. However, I will 
have to stay behind to deal with the after math. It’s going to be hard to let Eric, Alice and the others 
go. It must be done through, and I can’t let my emotions take me over now.  
This will most likely be my last entry.   
I’m sorry.   
 You know I've always loved the snow.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
   
  
  
  
 


